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a haber.co I: How did the day 24 January, gold prices, gold prices, gold price neo hand how the new

route? . Does the price of gold pillows should be removed? buying and selling gold prices, gold prices

realized how does the curved figures? Does Gold prices are rising? How much is the price of gold

hamit quarter republic? How detailed price per ounce gold prices on our website are as follows ... 24

January quarter gold price is how much? -Analysis Weekdays Wednesday closing price of gold, how?

What happened in 2014 gold prices gold prices gold prices will rise curved figures How to obtain gold spot gold price how

much? 21 January Quarter Gold prices are as follows ... last thli gold price how much? How the Fed-Monday closing weekend

effect how? 20 January quarter gold price, gold prices are as follows ... how much? Weekend-Monday closing price of gold

like how this is the end .... January 22 quarter gold price, gold prices are as follows ... how much? -Monday-Tuesday closing

weekend how?

What happened in 2014 gold prices gold prices gold prices will rise curved figures How to obtain gold spot gold

price how much? 21 January Quarter Gold prices are as follows ... last thli gold price how much? How the Fed-

Monday closing weekend effect how? 20 January quarter gold price, gold prices are as follows ... how much?

Weekend-Monday closing price of gold like how this is the end .... January 21 quarter gold price, gold prices are as

follows ... how much? -Monday-Tuesday closing weekend how? Does Gold prices parched like fire? How gold

prices, gold prices in banks in other countries where full details of how ...

Gold prices will be sonne? 2013 gold prices gold prices gold prices are rising How Does folded gold prices in the last analysis,

how? What direction will the price of gold in 2014.

2013 gold for investors experiencing a year of action was quite hard. Gold investment of some 28 percent in the

years melted away. Some gold experts in many of the short and mid-term evaluation the exact opposite of

heartwarming speak ratings are also available.

All investors in mind ... the same question in 2014, gold continues decline? Or thrown for 2,014 new heights will

be experiencing a year ago?

Bigpar the gold for you Swanly volcano expert commented.
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Starting from November 2008, under the rise on a yearly basis without any interval up to the 1921 level peaked in

September 2011. This rise has been written several times about the reasons. In October 2012, after the 1800

attacks to the level that is right under the period of the rise and fall of the wounded that we watched the start

of the period.

Nowadays we come to the end of 2013 gold has declined to the level of 1200. Especially since May, started to

talk abatement bonds the Fed finally took a step in the program of 10 billion dollars abatement began. In these

circumstances, who will be deprived of cheap and plentiful liquidity of gold has suffered from this condition can

say. Terms of inflationary pressures as well as the lack of data on the U.S. side to continue their optimism from the

fact that gold is a safe haven away. This year at the gold mine in terms of both the funds and a happy new year

also can not say that. In particular, the loss of ETF funds estimated to be between $ 70-80 billion, while the loss

in the mines is between $ 20-30 billion, it said.

Of the U.S. economy, the Fed's asset purchases to reduce the continuing strong enough to support conclusion

that it was with expectations of gold continued to fall, foreign economists for investors gold rush era coming to an

end could have öngördü.duk University Professor of International Economics Campbell R. Harvey, "Gold has

tumbled 28 percent as of last year. I'm seeing a very small possibility of the rise of gold. Great decline in the price

of gold is much more likely, "he said.

As of last year, the price performance of gold investors experienced significant losses striking Harvey, "with an

atmosphere of confidence in the U.S. economic recovery to continue but under increased price increases

previously seen which was the basis eliminates fear. Gold has tumbled 28 percent as of last year. I'm seeing a very

small possibility of the rise of gold. Great decline in the price of gold is much more likely, "he said.

1000 may see the dollar's gold

and gold prices move in U.S. interest rates, indicating that a close correlation Harveyşun said:

"In light of recent data readily 3 percent to 4 percent of the U.S. interest rates are likely to rise. If this happens,

the price of gold falls below $ 1,000 can see that. Increase in U.S. interest rates is one of the main indicators

showing that increased economic power. People become less concerned about the economic environment, gold

will continue to decline. Gold demand in India is one of the largest in the two countries as of last year the

introduction of restrictions on trade in gold price of gold was effective mainly in low trend. China prices of all

commodity assets have the power to affect the performance. Low growth in the Chinese economy indicators may

adversely affect the demand for gold as well. Also in 2014, India's economic growth is expected to slow. "

FALL TRENDS THAT

economist Steve Hanke of Johns Hopkins University, under the downward trend, noting that the price of gold on

the first day of the year showed a slight increase, the trend is downward, he said.

U.S. Federal Reserve's 85-billion-dollar monthly bond purchase program to reduce the stepping, available in the

U.S. economic data of bond purchases in reducing speed also can set expectations for gold prices in the

downward trend to continue causes.

On the other hand, already under the physical demands of India as of last year, leaving behind gold's, which has

become the number one in China 

continues. Especially with the increase in demand for physical gold in China on December 1 last year with $

1,182.52 on the last six months of the rally was the lowest level. In addition, China's largest spot gold market in

2013 with the Shanghai Gold Exchange gold delivery to the recipients of his previous year's level of 1,139 tons

2,197 tons had announced the release.

POSITIVE WORLD GOLD COUNCIL

central London, the World Gold Council demand outlook in the gold market to have a more favorable opinion,

stating made the following statement:

"As of last year in the gold market have observed shift in demand from the West to the East. Indian government

http://www.ahaber.com/wp-content/uploads/alt%C4%B1n-d%C3%B6viz1.jpg
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to control the current account deficit

restriction was to have a significant impact on the gold market. In China, still an emerging new class of people with

gold due to have an emotional connection. So in China in recent years has seen a significant increase in demand

for gold. China's middle class, the demand for gold will continue to remain strong in 2014. "

Gold is hovering near a one-month peak

Gold , investors assess the impact on demand of the rally, along with a one-month after the outbreak of the

highest level has fluctuated. Platinum in South Africa, of the miners went on strike due to dispute the charge with

concerns can output to its highest level in two months.

Spot gold , rose 0.3 percent in the day, after falling 0.1 percent declined by less, with the 15:21 Singapore time

in, dropped to $ 1,253.48 per ounce. Prices in the early hours 1,257 dollars to 12 since December to its highest

level seen and gold s still gaining rising fourth day if they bear October, since the long-term output period

observed will be. Platinum, with $ 1,446.75 per ounce, its highest level since November 15 after the outbreak, did

not change much compared to the previous closing.

Gold , the fastest annual decline since 1981 in its December 31, along with signs of strong demand in China, the

lowest level in six months jumped. Of India through China last year, possibly the world's biggest gold user came

from. Shanghai Gold Exchange, the indicator cash gold trading volume of contracts, 24,875 kilograms a week ago

after leaving the highest level in eight months yesterday, fell to 14,630 kilograms.

Futures Co. in CA. analyst Lv Jia, "Physical asking price too sensitive, particularly at the retail level," he said, "This

case of gold this year until now stay above while helping, when prices go up, the demand decrease a litt le we can

see that" the opinion said.

February gold futures contract, on the Comex in New York City, has remained at $ 1,252.60 per ounce, rising 0.1

percent. Trading volume, according to data compiled by Bloomberg, the time of writing this report, was over 19

per cent of the average of the last 100 days.

Gold Coins

U.S. Mint U.S. Mint's data, coins, gold sales, realized yesterday that 63,000 ounces sold in December and get all

the coins on the amount that exceeds 56,000 showed. England Mint The Royal Mint, said in a statement last

week, the Sovereign of gold coins issued for the year 2014, "exceptional demand" so exhausted announced that.

The world's largest gold-backed exchange traded fund (ETF) SPDR Gold Trust's gold assets 793.12 tonnes on

January 8 to the lowest level in the last five years, after three days does not change.

Platinum was trading at USD 1,443 per ounce. In South Africa, the world's largest platinum producer operating in

three of the most powerful unions, workers' wage dispute due to strike this week to get their views on the

future together with members.

Spot silver rose 0.4 percent after falling during the day and at least 20.4878 dollars per ounce, the highest level

seen since December 11, after rising 0.1 percent compared to the previous close was at $ 20.3832. Palladium at $

740.30 per ounce remained unchanged over. Metal with $ 746.65 yesterday, the highest level since November 12

saw. Source: Bloomberght

Gold Prices 23/01/2014

Buying Sales Previous S. Change Hour

24 Karat Gold Price 90.97 91.44 91.48 -0 14:15

Gold / oz Price 1249.06 1249.2 1249.44 -0 14:15

Gold Kg / Dollar Price 39880 39900 39800 +0.003 14:03

22 Karat Gold Price 82.78 83.76 83.80 -0 14:15

14 Karat Gold Price 52.76 53.49 53.52 -0 14:15

Quarter Gold Price 149.64 159.76 159.83 -0 14:15

Half Gold Price 301.28 325.52 325.65 -0 14:15

Full Gold Price 597.48 635.04 635.30 -0 14:15

İkibuçukl Gold Price 1493.52 1605.61 1606.25 -0 14:15

Price of beşlialt 2969.04 3093.22 3094.51 -0 14:15

Thick Gold Quarter 152.10 164.10 164.17 -0 14:15

Thick Half Gold 305.20 334.21 334.34 -0 14:15
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Thick Full Gold 618.40 644.42 644.68
-0

14:15

Stay in İkibuçukl 1539.01 1649.05 1649.71 -0 14:15

Five Bold Gold 3060.01 3170.09 3171.41 -0

Tags: gold prices » quarter » hamit gold
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